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Abstract
It is highly unlikely for anyone who has spent at least 10 minutes strolling through the campus or
wandering through the campuses to miss GVSU’s love for beautiful Art. The walls and open spaces of all
the six campuses are adorned with works of Art. Art from talent ranging from GVSU faculty, students, and
alumni; to regional Michigan artists; to nationally and internationally renowned artists.
GVSU’s collection boasts of more than 12000 pieces of art. There is a unique diversity among the artwork
types, like public sculpture, prints and drawings, American Impressionism, Aboriginal art, Indian art, world
photography, contemporary art, and more.
Art at GVSU v2 is an update to an already well built version 1 of the app. One of the main features of the
Art at GVSU app is to let Faculty, Students and, in general, users to easily find artwork and more
information regarding the artwork. But the app is not just limited to information of specific artwork.
Browse:
Art at GVSU allows users to Browse through the entire catalog of artwork just by drilling down to the
specific building and the floor the artwork us located
Search:
Users can search the whole collection using the artwork name or even get all the artwork by a certain
artist
Tours:
Pre-configured tours that take you on a journey or tell a story with a select collection of artwork. This
feature also can be used to help Faculty with arranging tours for their students
Favorites:
Users can now save their favorite artwork to the app on their phone for easier, faster access
The latest version uses Swift, Apple’s new programming language for developing iOS Applications. This
app is also built on the updated, much improved, JSON API from Collective Access, the software
framework behind GVSU Art Gallery

Introduction
GVSU’s collection boasts of more than 12000 pieces of art. There is a unique diversity among the artwork
types, like public sculpture, prints and drawings, American Impressionism, Aboriginal art, Indian art, world
photography, contemporary art, and more. The walls and open spaces of all the six campuses are adorned
with works of Art. Art from talent ranging from GVSU faculty, students, and alumni; to regional Michigan
artists; to nationally and internationally renowned artists.[1]
This massive collection has an online presence for web and mobile access powered by Collective Access[2],
a free and open source collection management system for managing and publishing museum and archival
collections.
The Art at GVSU is an app that brings finding, and getting more information on artwork right to the user’s
fingertips using their smartphones.
The first iteration of the application was developed a few years ago. The application was built with using
Objective C and used Collective Access’s older SOAP API. With iOS 7 Apple completely overhauled their
UI making Art at GVSU look dated. Also, starting from the iPhone 5, Apple moved into the ‘multiple
screen size’ space. The arrival of iPhone 6 and the 6 plus further diversified the screen sizes. On the server
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side, Collective Access updated their API to an updated REST/json versions. All these changes called for
re-writing the app entirely from ground up, save some of the navigation and usage patterns.
Art at GVSU v2 is the second major iteration of an already brilliantly written app by Andreas Solano. The
new version is updated to use, Swift, apple’s latest programming language for developing applications. The
entire app is coded from the ground up to conform to the elegant, more artistic UI design.
The API design and necessary changes were done side by side. Regular brainstorming sessions helped iron
out issues faster. Under the excellent guidance of Dr. Engelsma, development was at a steady pace and and
never ran out of ideas to improve development, performance and user experience.

Background and Related Work
It is highly unlikely for anyone who has spent at least 10 minutes strolling through the campus or
wandering through the campuses to miss GVSU’s love for beautiful Art. The walls and open spaces of all
the six campuses are adorned with works of Art. Art from talent ranging from GVSU faculty, students, and
alumni; to regional Michigan artists; to nationally and internationally renowned artists.
GVSU’s collection boasts of more than 12000 pieces of art. There is a unique diversity among the artwork
types, like public sculpture, prints and drawings, American Impressionism, Aboriginal art, Indian art, world
photography, contemporary art, and more.
Every Artwork is accompanied with a placard that gives some basic information regarding the artwork.
Some even have a QR code to get more information regarding the Artwork. Collective Access, a free and
open source collection management system for managing and publishing museum and archival collections,
manages the collection’s online presence. Collective Access also provides SOAP and JSON APIs for
mobile application consumption.
Every artwork also has GPS coordinates linked to them, making it really convenient for anyone to find
them on campus by using a mapping application like Google Maps of Apple Maps.

Program Requirements
Art at GVSU is an iOS Application that helps users find and get more information about the artwork on
campus. This is a convenient platform because of the popularity of the mobile phone and the app
ecosystem.
The new iteration of Art at GVSU, is the biggest overhaul to the application since its launch a few years
ago. There are 3 major foundational changes in the present version
1.

All new Design

2.

Swift, Apple’s new programming language
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3.

Collective Access’s new JSON API

Design
Design plays a key role in anything related to art, as it rightly should. The All new design now is created
Art in mind, beautiful and sophisticated. The all new dark theme with new elements for displaying tours
and campuses makes the the user experience as enjoyable as the art itself. In more than one way the design
combined with the technology makes this new iteration of the application more likely to do justice to the art
its displaying. Mohamed Azuz from the GVSU MASL is the man with the design chops.
Swift
Swift is a powerful and intuitive programming language for iOS, OS X, tvOS, and watchOS. Writing Swift
code is interactive and fun, the syntax is concise yet expressive, and apps run lightning-fast.
Swift is a successor to both the C and Objective-C languages. It includes low-level primitives such as types,
flow control, and operators. It also provides object-oriented features such as classes, protocols, and generics
giving Cocoa and Cocoa Touch developers the performance and power they demand.[3]
Collective Access’s JSON API
With the advantages, and hence the popularity of REST, and JSON being pretty much a universally
accepted format for devices and applications to talk to each other, Collective Access built provision for the
framework to output JSON[4]. They also gave control knobs to Nathan Kemler, the curator at the Art
Gallery at GVSU to make small but significant changes to API responses. This helps fine tuning the API so
suit our needs right here within our campus.
The Application consists of 11 screens in total. 1 Home Screens and 5 main screens for Featured Art,
Browse, Tours, Search and favorites. These 5 main screens further drill down to more relevant screens.
Home
This is the screen the user gets to see when they open the app. The home screen consists of 5 major buttons
namely, Featured art, Browse, Tours, Search and favorites. The featured button doubles as a display for the
‘featured art of the day’ feature. Everyday a new image from the featured art set is displayed in this section.
Featured Art
This screen displays a list of all the featured art, hand picked by the curator, in one place. The Detail view
screen can be used to get a closer look at the artwork.
Tours
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This screen displays a list of tours. Each tour consists of a set of artworks that are mapped onto a google
maps implementation.
Browse
Browse, at its first level displays all the campuses of GVSU, displays buildings and related artwork, such as
sculpture, on a campus in the second level, Floors and related art in the third level, and finally all the
artwork related to the floor it self.
Search
The search screen consists a search bar. On clicking the search bar, 3 search criteria are revealed. A search
for a certain artwork can be, therefore, conducted based on Artist, the artwork itself, or a QR Code. Results
are populated and respective artwork can be accessed.
Favorites
This screen displays a user’s favorite artwork. A user can can favorite an artwork by clicking on the heart
button on the artwork detail page.
Artwork Detail
This screen shows almost every detail regarding the artwork along with the artwork itself.

Implementation
Implementation of the project can be broadly divided into 2 categories.
1.

Functionality

2.

Design

Functionality, basically involves consuming the API provided by Collective Access and displaying the
required data in a structured, meaningful manner.
The backbone of the application is the data provided by the API. It was increasing clear right from the get
go to implement a solid, reliable way of communicating with the server, fetching the required results and
displaying the data.
Enter Alamofire[5]. Alamofire is an HTTP networking library written in Swift. It leverages NSURLSession
and the Foundation URL Loading System to provide first-class networking capabilities in a convenient
Swift interface. But do we really need a 3rd party library to handle our networking?
Here are the three main reasons that are most relevant to the application in question
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1.

When working with network calls it is extremely important for the application to account for the
unpredictable delay in fetching the results.

2.

Also, when making multiple network calls, it is not guaranteed that the results will follow the
same order in which the request has been sent.

3.

Network calls are notoriously unpredictable. Hence, they would wreak havoc on the main thread
of the application. It is standard practice to handle all network calls asynchronously

Alamofire along with SwiftyJSON[6], a library that makes handling JSON with swift a breeze. These
libraries work really well with each other, making these libraries perfect for the most important,
unpredictable and most used part of the project. Below is a basic snippet how both these libraries can be
implemented in tandem.

Alamofire.request(.GET,	
  url).validate().responseJSON	
  {	
  response	
  in	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  switch	
  response.result	
  {	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  case	
  .Success:	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  if	
  let	
  value	
  =	
  response.result.value	
  {	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  let	
  json	
  =	
  JSON(value)	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  print("JSON:	
  \(json)")	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  }	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  case	
  .Failure(let	
  error):	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  print(error)	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  }	
  
}	
  
Since most of the screens are Table Views, it requires fetching data related to each object and filling the
table views with them. These tableviews also allow the user to further segue to more relevant data using the
present data. One of the most used patterns for this kind of scenarios is described below.
SDWebImage[8] is used to fetch images asynchronously. This helps not holding up the UI thread until all
the images contained in a particular view are loaded and are ready to display.
A request is sent, using Alamofire, to the server. As soon as the results arrive we use a completion handler
to fill the table and reload the table to display the data. For example, to get a list of campuses, we use the
following link

http://artgallery.gvsu.edu/admin/service.php/simple/locationcampusSearch?q=*
This would produce a result with objects like these,
{
"ok":true,
"2":{
"access":"1",
"location_id":"2",
"location_name":"Allendale Campus",
"location_description":"1 Campus Dr, Allendale, MI 49401",
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"media_large_url":"",
"media_medium_url":"",
"media_small_url":"",
"media_icon":"",
"child_location_id":"",
"child_location_name":""
}
}

An object is created to conform to the request object. An array of these objects are then populated
using the results from the request. These results are again updated to the table view using a completion
handler. This is required since the whole process is very asynchronous in nature.

The Home Screen
This is the first screen the user gets to see and serves as a starting point for further interaction. The home
screen paves way for five different directions the user can take.
The Tours, Browse, Search and Favorites buttons segue to respective View-controllers. The featured
section, however, is updated everyday to show a new artwork from a selected bunch of artwork. Featured
artwork can be fetched using featured artwork link[4]. One artwork is chosen based on the day of the
month/year and is displayed on the home screen. The featured art section also serves as a button to further
explore more featured artworks.
The Tours
The tours screen lists all the tours available publicly from Collective Access. A request is made using the
Tours link[4] and are populated into the tableview.
Every tour consists of numerous ‘tour stops’. These tour stops are placed on a google map using the
associated GPS co-ordinates.
The Application makes use of Google’s Google Maps pod to display the map and place the markers[7]
Browse
The first level of browse uses the campuses link[4] to fetch all the campuses and the names and ids of the
child levels. This helps tremendously with load times of the next screen.
The second level onwards the viewcontroller is reused until an artwork is reached. At every level, to
improve load times, the names and ids of the child locations are fetched along with the present location.
Also, along with the child locations, a location also has related art that needs to be displayed. These are also
prefetched using the following format
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Format: Id _/_ name _/_ displayImageLink
Search
The Search screen uses the object search endpoint[4] to conduct its searches. Searches can be made using
the Artwork name, Artist name, or the object ID of the artwork.
This returns a set of results which is segregated into a tableview.
QR code search uses the device’s camera to scan a QR code and get the id of the artwork. The artwork
detail screen is displayed with all the information regarding the artwork.
Favorites
Favorites uses a string stored in the device’s NSUserdefaults to keep track of user’s favorite artwork. Ids
are retrieved from NSUserdefaults and the object is fetched using the Object search link[4].
The Artwork Detail
This screen is where all the information regarding an artwork can be seen. The object search link[4] is used
to search for the artwork and retrieve information and a pictorial representation of the artwork.
Design
The design was a little bit challenging, adapting to multiple screens and stretching/cropping images to fit
the design seemed to take most of the time
The rounded image for the building and artwork called for the need of making a custom cell. Same with the
tours and favorites. There are still implementations and refinements that have some rough edges to be
smoothened.
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Results, Evaluation, and Reflection
The following screens are few of the early screenshots of the app.

Figs 1-6: The Application Screens as Of Submitting This Report
Right from the beginning it became clear that getting data from the server, and displaying the results in a
structural manner was key to the success of the application. It seemed straight forward, after all it was just
fetching the result and parsing it to conform to our requirements. There were some hiccups, but were
resolved through discussions with Dr. Engelsma and other very capable colleagues.
As the development of the application and the API are being done in parallel, many times the application
had to be modified to accommodate the changes to the API. Although this slowed down the development,
this process refined and increased the efficiency and quality of the Application on the whole.
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The results are quite close to the initial concept functionality wise, which is the major part of building the
application. As of the day of writing the report there are still some UI refinements to address. This is more
a lack of time required to spend on UI than anything else, which we are hoping a week from now would
resolve.

Conclusions and Future Work
This application is more a foundation for more things to be built upon it. The API has been tested and
evolving and so will the app. That said, this application has been refreshed both under the hood and UI. All
new technology like swift and json are well supported and have a rising, if not huge communities. This is
directly proportional to the development and maintenance of the technologies themselves. All in all it has
been a huge learning experience in technologies involved, team work and making something great.
The most important work that needs to be done on the app is refinements to the UI so that the app can be
beautiful, efficient and snappy at the same time. Some beta-testing and finally publish the application with
the approval of Dr Engelsma and Nathan Kemler
The Application has a lot of potential to grow bigger with more features and services.
Nearby Art
If you have 10 minutes to kill and wanted to checkout some art nearby. This is the feature for you. This
feature finds art with your vicinity using your location. This can be huge for the discoverability aspect of
the artwork.
Image recognition
With growing processor speeds and gazillion pixels on a device’s camera, its super easy to extract features
from an image and get more information on the artwork. Getting information regarding an artwork just by
pointing a camera towards it is perfect for anyone who do not want to jump through too many hoops to get
to the right information. This could mean an conversion rate to artwork and art in general.
User Profiles
By allowing users to make accounts, the application can better serve their needs based on their tastes. This
also gives us the opportunity to do all kinds of fun stuff like competitions, doodles, user contributed art,
reviews and more.
On the flip side, some individuals like the staff or the artist themselves can use the accounts to manage,
build custom tours, monitor stats and analytics.
Multiple screens
This is a feature that has the most likelihood of being a near future upgrade. Art, at least the art on campus,
is if not, mostly primarily visual experience. It is only logical that devices with bigger screens need to take
advantage of all the screen real estate. This calls for a slightly modified approach towards design, a one that
focuses to immerse the user by taking advantage of all the extra real estate that is so scarce on a mobile
phone.
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